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This is a list of wars involving the Kingdom of Sweden.There are legendary accounts of Swedish kings well
into prehistory and they are mentioned by Tacitus in his Germania, but St. Olof SkÃ¶tkonung (995â€“1022)
was the first ruler documented to have been accepted by both the Swedes around Lake MÃ¤laren and by the
Geats around Lake VÃ¤ttern.The modern state of Sweden considers itself to have ...
List of wars involving Sweden - Wikipedia
Flaming is the online act of posting insults, often laced with profanity or other offensive language on social
networking sites. [citation needed] These insults may turn into flame wars where two or more individuals unite
to exchange or unite against a third party with verbal attacks.Many attribute the emergence of flaming to the
anonymity that internet forums provide.
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